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COVER STORY

A ROYAL
EXTRAVAGANZA
AT THE CLUB!
Read on about the all-new Westburrys Bar launched at The Club.

T

he next time you visit The Club,
you might be greeted with posters
across the premises shouting out
‘Need a drink? #HeadWest’. Now, you
might wonder what that’s all about! Well,
we are happy to report that your favourite
watering hole is back in a brand new
avatar. That’s right—Westburrys is back
4

with a bang, welcoming you to swanky
interiors that can go head-to-head with
any stand-alone bar in the city.
With dim lights accenting soothing aqua
colours, one may not even remember
what the old Westburrys Bar looked like.
Whilst the old bar had a lot of charm
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and character to it à la English pubs, the
new one sports a modern, contemporary
look and opulent interiors with a high
ceiling, high bar tables, a booth area, a
conversation corner, a raised stage area,
and pretty French windows that bring
in natural light, opening up the bar even
more.

The new Westburrys Bar is more
performance-oriented and a chameleon
in its nature and purpose. Get ready for a
host of live band performances, in-house
and guest DJs, Anada Club evenings,
ladies’ bar nites, comedy nites, poetry
readings, and many more performance
gigs than one can imagine.
Our in-house DJ Viral is all game to
spin tunes to set the mood for all kinds
of occasions. From lounge music to
Bollywood and EDM, you have it all
here, so get set to enjoy a musical feast.
Talking about feasts, the Westburrys
menu has been upgraded too! Open
one up and you will notice some
incredible drinks on offer. Indulge
in some refreshing, light, signature
cocktails, mocktails and shooters such as
Pomegranita, Sour Passion, Mast Masala
Guava, and Sparkling Berries made using
fresh ingredients, as well as high-end
single malts, crafted beers, artisanal rums,
international and Indian gins like Greater
Than and Stranger & Sons, and extensive
wines, all curated by Subrata Sen, F&B
Manager of The Club. You can also
avail of the 2+2 offer on select premium
imported and IMFL brands during the
Happy Hours from 6:30pm to 9:30pm.
Our Executive Chef Gaurav Madan
has especially crafted the food menu to

complement your drinks and palate.
There is a healthy mix of New and Old
World cuisines, including Indian and
pan-Asian cuisines. Our innovative sliders
and crostinis like the Lamb Dhansak
Crostini, as well as other dishes are
presented in cool new ways for a visual
and gastronomic treat that includes sliders
on a skewer, tandoor platters on a grill,
fries on a bicycle and more such.
There are also Japanese delights like Katsu
Curry and freshly prepared sushi brought
to you by our very own ace Japanese Chef
de Cuisine Pratik Thakare. High-quality
pork imported from Germany has been
recently introduced on the menu, so you
can savour some delicious Che Chow
Dimsums, Pork Seekh Kebabs and more
at the Westburrys Bar. We have retained
your all-time favourite classics as well
from the old Westburrys Bar menu and
our By The Waterside and Oriental Wok
restaurants.
Open from 5pm to 1am, the Westburrys
Bar is now an all-rounder, with space
for book clubs, conversations, watching
sport matches with one’s best buddies,
meetings, and parties. So, what are you
waiting for? Join us and have a drink! 

For table reservations, contact:
022-66117777/763
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MY STORY

MY KEY LEARNING AS
AN ENTREPRENEUR
The Club member and serial entrepreneur Hareesh Tibrewala, who is
the Co-founder, Managing Director and Joint CEO of social media agency
Social Wavelength and Co-author of If I Had To Do It Again, was also the
co-founder of one of India’s first e-commerce ventures, Homeindia.com.
He shares his entrepreneurial journey and the lessons he learnt along
the way with us.

M

ost people would vie for
a single chance to be an
entrepreneur. I was lucky
to have had not one, but two chances.
My first entrepreneurial venture, an
e-commerce site called Homeindia.
com, did not quite take off as expected.
After almost a decade-long effort, I
exited the business. A couple of years
later, I had the opportunity for another
shot at entrepreneurship. This time I
built a digital media agency business,
which I sold to WPP, the world’s largest
communication company, after five years
in 2014. All the lessons I learnt in my first
venture came in handy while building the
second one. Here are some of them:
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR
HARD WORK
Like someone once said, success is 1
per cent inspiration and 99 per cent
perspiration. Our modern-day business
construct, derived from Western
thinking, talks about work-life balance.
For an entrepreneur, this concept of
work-life balance is humbug. There
are only two phases in the life of an
entrepreneur: work and sleep. When
you are not working, you are sleeping.
And when you are not sleeping, you
are working. Everything else is a bonus.
Family vacations, Sunday outings, friends
and parties… Everything is a bonus. This
is not to say that family and me-time are
not important. It is just that I am not able
to see them as two distinct things. To me,
‘work’ and ‘life’ are both continuums and
both run side by side.
6

DON’T BE SHY OF KNOCKING ON
EVERY DOOR
As a budding entrepreneur, one will need
a lot of help and guidance. And quite
often, this help and guidance is available
in our immediate circle of friends,
relatives and acquaintances. Don’t be
hesitant to ask for that help. Knock on
every door that you can. Some will help
you, some won’t. Leverage those who are
able to assist… And you will see a lot of
valuable inputs come your way.

ourselves and ensure that timelines and
targets don’t get missed.
SENIOR TALENT IS VERY
CRITICAL
The best investment one can make is
not in technology or in marketing but
in good quality senior talent. Good
professional talent brings in experience,
expertise, sagacity as well as a sounding
board that can help in crucial decisionmaking.

FOCUS ON CREATING VALUE,
NOT ON VALUATION
Many a times we get carried away by the
concept of valuation. And in our anxiety
to raise capital or get investment into
the business, we may ‘window dress’ the
company or take decisions that make the
business look good in the short term but
hurt it in the long term. As entrepreneurs,
we should focus on creating value. Create
something that is valuable, and sooner or
later, you will get valuation for the same.

PERFECTION IS IMPORTANT,
BUT NOT AT THE COST OF
GROWTH
While it is good to be a perfectionist, the
cost of perfection increases exponentially,
which means that the cost to do
something 70 per cent right is X, then
the cost to do it 90 per cent right is 2X
and 100 per cent perfect is 5X. A lesson
I learnt is that doing something 90 per
cent perfect is just fine. Focus the balance
time on business growth and strategic
thinking.

BUSINESS TARGETS CANNOT BE
MISSED
Be very demanding of yourself.
Sometimes when we miss our targets,
as entrepreneurs, we start rationalising
the same (bad economy, bad monsoon,
etc.). Honestly, none of these factors
are relevant for start-ups or small
businesses. And because we don’t have a
‘boss’, we are able to get away with this
rationalisation. One of the lessons that I
learnt is that we need to be demanding of

BE AMBITIOUS
Nothing worthwhile in life was ever
achieved without ambition. One must
have a strong ambition and be willing
to invest in hard work to bring it to life.
Don’t think in terms of incremental
growth (10 per cent, 20 per cent and
so on). Think in terms of multiples of
growth (2X, 3X, etc.). Good strategy,
constant lookout for opportunities,
and hard work will enable this kind of
growth. 
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ANTARA SPA

Abhyangam
Unwind yourself with an ancient
and traditional Ayurvedic spa
treatment, Abhyangam, at
Antara Spa. The massage therapy
involves long strokes that allow
the medicated warm oil to
penetrate the skin through the
pores, relax tired muscles, and
rejuvenate the body.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Feeling low or stressed? Don’t fret. Antara Spa has a
range of therapies to de-stress and calm you. Read on to
know more.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

THRILLING AND
THERAPEUTIC

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Chakra Balancing
with Colour Therapy

8

An especially designed spa room
welcomes you to balance your
mind, body, and soul by balancing
your chakras with seven specific
lights. The lights are connected
and resemble your chakra colours
specifically. A completely new
innovative and holistic wellness
concept made just to help you
unwind, the treatment done by our
Reiki Grandmaster will take you to
the next level with diya therapy and
crystal healing.
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Aloe Vera Polish
This season, allow your skin to breathe and
cool off with an aloe vera scrub gel which
penetrates within the skin and helps to
exfoliate and make your skin supple. Its
medicated properties help to moisturise your
skin and give you a fresh look.

This Raksha Bandhan,
gift your sibling a
spa voucher @ R2,000/- (all-inclusive).

SOAK YOURSELF TO
GOOD HEALTH
Learn about the umpteen benefits of water
therapy in order to harness it for improved
health and wellness.

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
BENEFITS OF WATER IN OUR
LIFE
Water makes up most of the human
body; it is an important subject that
many people have no general idea about,
neither do they know what kind of
amazing changes they can implement

in themselves solely through water. Our
body overall consists of 65 per cent
of water by mass. Our thoughts and
views towards water actually change
the chemical or vibratory frequency
that water expresses. Water by its very
nature picks up and holds vibrational
intent extremely well. Thus, people who

talk negatively to themselves get sick a
lot more frequently than people who
introspect in a self-respecting and positive
manner. Water holds onto and transmits
the frequency you carry through life to
every area and cell of your body. If you
tell yourself you’re a genius all the time,
guess what message 65 per cent of your
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ANTARA SPA

is like doing low cardio exercise, which
strengthens the heart and makes it fit and
healthy. Regularly taking a dip in hot
water is the perfect way to get the blood
flowing and the heart pumping, so doing
this two to three times a week will help
fill the gaps in your exercise routine.
Hopefully, this has given you a good
idea of what hot tubs and spas can really
do for you besides the look and appeal.
REIKI
By channelling reiki energy in a bottle
of water, we can charge the water bottle
with positive vibrations at the mental,
physical and emotional level.

ALL IMAGES FROM SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

body will lock onto? If you love yourself
and broadcast loving, healing thoughts
towards yourself and others, 65 per cent
of your body takes on that frequency.
The many health benefits associated
with soaking in a hot tub filled with
aromatic oils, salt and other organic or
herbal ingredients are that it definitely
helps to release stress and keep you calm.
But these benefits are overlooked because
water therapy is seen as a luxury item.
The fact remains that everyone from
middle-class to millionaire athletes use
hot tubs and spas more for their health
benefits than anything else.

10

BLOOD CIRCULATION
Among the biggest benefits of soaking
in hot water is how well it improves
your blood circulation. For people who
live with high levels of stress or suffer
from high blood pressure, this is a huge
help in that area. Soaking in a hot tub

To consult and avail of this treatment
with water charged with reiki energy
at Antara Spa,
call our Reiki Grandmaster and
Spa Manager, Mr Ronak Jani,
on 9833025812.
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BEKAL

A MONSOON
SOJOURN!!
Monsoon is the right time to visit the beauty that is Kerala, and
Taj Bekal is the perfect symbolisation of all that Kerala has to
offer. Read on to know more.

I

f you’ve wondered why this
amazing destination is called God’s
Own Country, then you must
experience the rainy season in
Kerala, at least once in your lifetime. More
so, since our very own labour of love—the
Taj Bekal Spa & Resort—is where you
head to and soak into the luxuries of
hospitality and nature.

Being a tropical destination, Kerala enjoys
a heavenly climate during the monsoon
season, striking a perfect balance between
the hilly areas and the coastal region.
Monsoon and romance are made perfectly
for each other. From the natural landscape
to the air that surrounds you, it breathes
out romance, and only romance. This
is why monsoon tourism in Kerala is
considered to be of great significance as it

attracts millions of travellers from all over
the world.
Taj Bekal Spa & Resort is in the Kasargod
district of North Kerala, right on the
beachfront, and is spread over 26 acres
with backwaters and a scenic expanse
of natural greenery. The architecture is
inspired by the Kettuvellam houseboats
and the local coastal cuisine is a highlight,

Validity 16th June - 30th
September

Blackout Dates: 15,16,17,18,30th,31st August & 01st September 2019

Single

Double

5 - 12
years with
breakfast,
one major
meal and
No extra
bed

Above
12 years
(Extra bed,
included)
breakfast +
one major
meal + one
activity
only

Inclusion

Superior room with
Balcony

28000

32000

4500

8000

Superior room with Sit out

30700

34900

Deluxe villa with Courtyard

34000

38000

Deluxe Villa with
Plunge Pool

36700

40800

Premium Villa with
Plunge Pool

40000

44000

Luxury Suite with Terrace

41000

45000

Luxury Suite with
Plunge Pool

45000

49000

Accommodation, Buffet
Breakfast and Buffet Lunch
or Dinner. Enjoy recreational
activity like Kayaking /
Archery within the resort
once during the stay and
indoor games. A host of
Kids activities under expert
supervision. 1 Way Mangalore
Airport / Rail share Car
Transfer for those staying in
Superior rooms to Deluxe
Delight with Courtyard. 2
Way Mangalore Airport /
Rail share Car Transfer for
those staying in Deluxe villa
with Plunge Pool to Luxury
Suite Villas. 15% discount at
Jiva Spa and 10% discount
on Laundry and Telecom.
Enjoy a 25% discount on
all alcoholic beverages from
6 pm- 8 pm daily. 28%
Additional Taxes applicable
on room rate.

Room Type (02 Nights)

considering the influence of the Mughals,
South India and the Moplah community.
Beaches are in full bloom in Kerala during
the rainy season; they elevate your senses
and allow your mind, body and soul to
connect with nature at its best. The Kappil
beach at the resort welcomes you and fills
you each morning and when you watch
the sunset in the evenings.
Owner and promoter of Khanna Hotels
Pvt Ltd and The Club Mumbai, Dinesh
Khanna says, “We are very pleased to
invite our members and their friends and
families to consider visiting and staying
at the Taj Bekal Resort for a holiday,
wedding destination or a corporate offsite.
It is truly our labour of love for a time of
relaxation and rejuvenation.”
This monsoon presents packages designed
to suit everyone’s needs; whether it’s a
family holiday, a place to heal at or to
get pampered at a destination spa or a
romantic time together, we have it all
planned and customised to suit your
requirements. 

For more details and bookings, call on 022 – 6611 7777 / 66939999
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CHILDREN'S CORNER

MONSOON
MARVELS
Do not let the rains spoil the fun for your kids,
as The Club introduces a range of
hands-on activities to keep them busy, creative and cool!

FUN-FILLED FRIDAYS
Time: 5.30pm–7pm

14
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5th, 12th, 19th and 26th July:
Art Classes By Shefali – Kids learn
about and indulge their creative side
every Friday
from 5:30pm to 6:30pm.

9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th August
Calligraphy Classes
By Shipra Malhotra – Kids learn
the wonderful art of calligraphy.

13th and 20th September
Baker’s Den Workshop by
Chef Sunil – Kids learn to
bake delightful treats.
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READING CIRCLE SATURDAY ACTIVITIES
Time: 5.30pm–7pm

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

6th July: Monsoon Special Puppets
– Children make snail puppets with
foam material.
13th July: Migratory Birds – Kids
learn about migration in the animal
and aquatic world. They hear stories
of flamingos and salmon that travel
far and wide and get to know why.
They learn to make amazing crafty
things on the topic.
20th July: Monsoon Special
Creatures – Kids mould animals that
appear during monsoon with clay.
27th July: Sibling Fun – Children
narrate stories of their siblings and
cousins and indulge in some real, fun
sibling games and crafts.

3rd August: Independence Day
Special Badge – Kids wear designer
flag badges on Independence Day.
10th August: Friends’ Fiesta –
Children bring their friends along to
take part in activities centred on the
world’s best emotion, friendship.
17th August: Rakhi Celebration with
Special Rakhi Making – Kids learn to
make rakhis.
24th August: Celebrate India –
Children indulge in typical Indian
crafts and take home souvenirs.
31st August: Welcome Ganesha –
Kids decorate Ganesha idols and
learn about the elephant god.

7th September: Dussehra Special
Dandiya – Children learn to make
dandiya sticks with paper and also
learn holding and sticking.
14th September: My Favourite
Teacher – Kids make lovely souvenirs
for their teachers and take the
souvenirs back home.
21st September: River Craft – To
celebrate World Rivers Day, kids
indulge in craft activities that will
help them learn about and enjoy the
beauty of rivers.
28th September: Egyptian Art –
Kids create Egyptian art on cards that
they can use for gifting or stick on
walls.

SUNDAY BRUNCH ACTIVITIES
Time: 12pm–3pm

JULY

AUGUST

16th June: Glitter Tattoo
23rd June: Caricature
30th June: Sand Painting

7th July: Juggling Show
14th July: Hair Styling
21st July: Balloon Sculptor
28th July: Magic Show

4th August: Glitter Tattoo
11th August: Caricature
18th August: Sand Painting
25th August: Hair Styling

ALL IMAGES FROM SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

JUNE
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FESTIVE

CELEBRATING
THE DRAGON

The Dragon Boat Festival, also known by many other names, is a
traditional Chinese holiday that spells dragon boat racing, zongzi
(rice dumplings) and other fun foods and activities. Know more
about this delightful festival here.

T

he Duanwu Festival or the
Dragon Boat Festival, also
known as the Zhongxiao Festival,
is a 2000-year-old traditional holiday
celebrated in China. It is observed on
the fifth day of the fifth month of the
traditional Chinese lunar calendar, which
gives it its alternative name, ‘Double Fifth
Festival’.
In neighbouring countries like Malaysia,
Taiwan and Singapore, the Dragon Boat
Festival is called the Fifth Month Festival,
the Fifth Day Festival or the Dumpling
Festival. In Korea, the festival is called
Dano, while in Indonesia, it is called Peh
Cun.
The festival celebrates the Confucian
values of fealty and filial piety. It also
commemorates Qu Yuan, a famous
scholar, poet and minister who lived
during the Warring States period of
the Zhou Dynasty. It is said that he
was defamed by fellow government
officers who were envious of him, which

16
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led him to be banished by the Chu
king. Dispirited and broken-hearted,
he jumped into the Miluo River and
committed suicide. The locals tried to
save him by rushing into the water in
their boats, but were unable to find his
body. They also threw rice into the river
to prevent the fish from eating his body.
This legend gave rise to the practice of
dragon boat racing, throwing zongzi
(sticky rice dumplings) wrapped in
bamboo leaves in the water, and eating
zongzi during the Dragon Boat Festival.

ALL IMAGES FROM SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

this festival to ward off evil spirits,
misfortune and disease. During the
festival, people not only hold dragon
boat races and eat zongzi, but also wear
perfumed silk pouches and talismans to
drive away evil spirits, hang the picture
of Zhong Kui, a guardian against such
spirits, outside their houses, and drink
xionghuangjiu or realgar wine for good
health. They also hang calamus, mugwort,
pomegranate flowers, Chinese ixora and
garlic on their house doors for health
and longevity. Another traditional way
they celebrate the Dragon Boat Festival
is by drawing water from their well in the
afternoon, which is considered to bring
luck.
So, next time you’re in trouble or unwell,
you know whom to look up to for divine
inspiration, health and good luck! 
The dragon-shaped boats are customarily made from
teak wood and accommodate up to 80 rowers. They
range in length from 40 to 100 feet, and are decorated
with different, colourful designs. Before the race begins,
a sacred ritual is performed wherein the eyes of the
dragon are painted on the boat, which is said to bring
the boat to life. The first team of rowers who grab a
flag at the finishing point win the race. The winners are
awarded prizes and medals, but most importantly, they
are also believed to enjoy a year of fortune, happiness
and good health.
The fifth month of the Chinese lunar calendar is also
considered to be unlucky. Hence the Chinese celebrate
JULY-AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 2019
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SPIRITS

GENIE IN A
BOTTLE:

GIN

Delve into the world of gin, a classic drink
that can be paired with cocktails or
other spirits or even be had neat.

W

elcome to the second edition of the
beverage section of Life @ the Club
wherein we would like to turn your
attention to the spirit that has taken
the world by storm, that is, the Dutch courage called gin.
One of the world’s oldest spirits, gin has garnered a large
number of regular drinkers and connoisseurs, but more
recently has become a ‘trendy’ choice of beverage. Gin
has never been passé, but in 2016 it seemed to be the drink
leaving people’s lips.
Gin is a distilled spirit that derives its predominant flavour
from juniper berries. It is one of the broadest categories of spirits, all of
various origins, styles and flavour profiles that revolve around juniper as
a common ingredient. From its ancient origins in the Middle Ages, gin has
evolved from being a herbal medicine to an object of commerce in the spirits
industry.
Today, it is produced in subtly diverse ways from a wide variety of herbal
ingredients, which has given rise to a range of styles and brands. Besides juniper,
gin tends to be flavoured with botanical/herbal, spicy, floral or fruity flavours or
more often than not a combination of these. Gin can be consumed neat, but is
most commonly used as an ingredient in mixed drinks and cocktails.

18
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HOW IS GIN MADE?
Distilled gin is produced exclusively by redistilling
ethanol of agricultural origin with an initial
strength of 96 per cent alcohol by volume (ABV)—
the zoetrope of water and ethanol—in traditional
stills used to produce gin, in the presence of juniper
berries and other natural botanicals, provided that
the taste of juniper is predominant.
The exact combination of botanicals used by
gin producers has become something of a trade
secret, as it dictates the eventual flavour and aroma
of the spirit. That said, some brands (notably
Hendricks and Bombay Sapphire) deliberately draw
attention to certain botanicals they use; Hendricks
makes use of rose petals and cucumber, while the
latter includes lemon peel and liquorice.

GIN ESSENTIAL INFO
COLOR: Clear
REGION: Produced heavily in the UK but can be produced
anywhere, historically from Holland;
only 13 gins have geographical indications (GIs)
ABV: Minimum 40 per cent ABV
AGED: Possibly 3–6 months if desired, but not required
MADE FROM: Usually a grain mash (could be barley or corn),
but can be produced from any mash to produce a neutral spirit
that is then infused with botanicals like juniper
COMMERCIAL EXAMPLES: Bombay Sapphire, Tanqueray,
Ransom (Old Tom), Plymouth Gin,
Berkshire Mountain Distiller’s Greylock Gin (US), Dorothy
Parker (US), Strangers & Sons (India), Greater than Gin (India)

A BRIEF PRIMER ON BASIC GIN STYLES:
 ‘London Dry’ is the name of a traditionally dry (as in, not at all sweet) type of gin popular for cocktails

and often produced in the UK.
 ‘Plymouth Gin’ must actually be made in Plymouth, England, and tends to have a slightly earthier
flavour profile due to more roots in the mixture of flavouring botanicals.
 ‘Old Tom’ is a recent resurrection of an old style that is historically a little sweeter like Genever without
being as full-bodied as Genever.
 ‘Navy Strength’ is characterised by an exceptionally high proof—57 per cent ABV and above.
There are two types of English gin: Plymouth Gin, with a fuller flavour, and London Dry Gin. The former
had a protected GI till February 2015, and legally would be only distilled in Plymouth (Devon); it is made
by adding the botanicals to the still, while for London Dry Gin the botanical extracts are added to the
distilled liquor. Dutch and German gins are more strongly flavoured than English or American; Steinhäger
and Schinkenhäger are distilled from a mash of wheat, barley, and juniper berries, whereas Wacholder is
made from neutral spirit flavoured with juniper. Dutch gin may be jonge (young) or oude (aged/matured).

The Highball

The Martini

The Rocks Glass

The Copa De Balon
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GLASSES USED TO SERVE GIN AND GIN-BASED COCKTAILS

00

SPIRITS

HOW TO DRINK GIN:
THE RIGHT GARNISH, GLASS, ICE,
AND COCKTAILS
Gin is having something of a moment. Gone are the days of
ice and a slice. Vodka’s botanical cousin is reigning victorious
among artisanal alcohol circles. However, drinking gin with an
expert eye is no mean feat. Great gin entails a careful palate and
often comes with a highly detailed flavour profile that requires
complex complements. Here’s how to drink gin like a pro!

The Perfect Garnish

Lime has always been the
favoured flavour to garnish a
gin and tonic, i.e, G&T, and
complements most gins well. It is
a popular choice for London Dry
Gin, as the sour lime juice makes
the dryness more palatable.
But the love for lime is not
universal, as Hendricks drinkers
will know. Its flavour profile
includes cucumber and rose
petals, so it is traditionally always
served with a cucumber garnish.

Lot of Ice

With a drink that has as few ingredients
as a G&T, even the ice must be on
point. Ice cubes made from tap water
may have impurities that will ruin the
flavour of the gin. Filling an ice tray
with water from a filtered jug helps
produce a wonderful, balanced flavour.
The shape and quantity of the ice
cubes is also worth considering. You
should make the drink cool but avoid
the ice melting in it. The greater the
quantity of ice, the less likely it will be
that the ice will melt.

The Perfect Glass

The group of cocktails called ‘highball’ involve
all drinks that feature a spirit base with a
majority non-alcoholic mixer. G&T is an
absolute classic highball, and will do great in a
traditional highball tumbler ‘Tom Collins’ glass.
But if you really wish to bring out the
flavours of gin, a balloon glass aka the Copa de
Balon glass is the superior choice. Having the
appearance of a large wine glass, the spherical
shape of the Copa de Balon glass slows down
the melting of the ice and also helps the flavours
to be trapped in the glass while the carbon in
the tonic expands.

Popular Cocktails: Gin Martini, Gin Gimlet, Gin & Tonic, Negroni, Tom Collins.
HOW TO DRINK GIN: There are numerous ways you can enjoy gin:
1. ENJOYING GIN ON ITS OWN
a. Drink gin neat: Drinking a spirit neat means
to drink it without any other ingredient, as it is.
This means no chilling, no ice, and no other added
flavours.
b. Have it up: This means you want it chilled but
served without ice. You can freeze the bottle for
a few hours to cool it or pour a shot of gin into a
martini shaker filled with ice, put on the lid and
shake it thoroughly. Remove the lid, leaving the
strainer on, and pour the gin into the glass. Savour
it slowly.
c. Try it on the rocks: ‘On the rocks’ is a cocktail
term that means served over ice.
2. PAIRING GIN WITH OTHER FLAVOURS
3. MIXING GIN-BASED COCKTAILS
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FOOD PAIRING
Gin is best paired with salty and even
spicy cured meats. A stunning G&T
goes well with a tapas offering of
salami and chorizo. If you want to be a
bit more adventurous, try morcilla—a
bit like a Spanish black pudding.
A delicious cold smoked piece of
salmon—perhaps with a little bit of
garlic and lemon aioli if you’re feeling
really brave—is heavenly with your
well-deserved gin and tonic. Try it!
Now you can enjoy special gins such as
Hendricks, Star of Bombay, Tanqueray,
Stranger & Sons, Greater than Gin and more
at our very own Westburrys Bar at The Club.

THE ANADA WINE CLUB

RAISE A GLASS AT THE

ANADA
CLUB!
A peek at the all-new Anada Club
for spirit connoisseurs.

The Anada Wine Club has been instrumental in promoting and
encouraging wine enjoyment and appreciation through regular and
direct contact with its members in an ambience that is conducive
to wine drinking. Its objective has been solely to increase one’s
knowledge and understanding of wines and educate consumers on
the finer nuances of wine drinking by partnering and providing a
platform to Indian and international wine producers.
Over the years, the Anada Wine Club patrons have seen many an
event relating to different wines and anecdotes having to do with
wines. Like with all things nice, the Anada Wine Club has reached
its full circle, achieving its target it set out to reach and more.

With changing times, the Anada Wine Club must encompass
newer, bigger things. And so we did, introducing the all-new
‘Anada Club’, set to undertake everything on the alcoholic
spectrum. From crafted beers to single malts, Scotch to fragrant
gins, wines to sakes, members of the Anada Club can expect can
expect the following:
 Invitation to at least 1 tasting session every quarter with our
Alcohol Partners such as:
 Scotch Tasting
 Gin Tasting
 Crafted Beer Appreciation, etc.
 Invitation to special ‘The Club’ select events
 20% discount on food bill only if accompanied by an order of
a bottle of wine or a bottle of liquor
 Enjoy a 20% discount on all wines by the bottle and 10%
discount on bottles of domestic, IMFL and imported liquor
brands (from a select menu) that is purchased at any of our
restaurants
 Enjoy a 20% discount on all wines by the bottle and 10%
discount on bottles of domestic, IMFL and imported liquor
brands that is purchased during your events in Banquets
 Special packages on wine tours
Below are the different membership deals one can avail:
Membership Type

Duration

Suggested Rates

Couple Membership

5 years

45,000

Couple Membership

2 years

30,000

Single Membership

2 years

25,000

Single Membership

5 years

40,000

Expat Couple Membership

1 year

20,000

Corporate Membership: 3 Couples

2 Years

60,000

ALL IMAGES FROM SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

T

he Anada Wine Club was founded in December 2004
by passionate wine enthusiasts, Mr Dinesh Khanna,
a hospitality veteran, and Mr Ranjan Kapur, one of
India’s most iconic advertising figures.

For further details, contact Samir Gupte on 022-66117732
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WELLNESS

MAPPING THE
FUTURE OF
HEALTHCARE
The Club member Dr Vijay Lulla shares his views
on health and health care in India.
Prevention is better than cure.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Dr Vijay Lulla, Director,
Bellevue
Multispeciality Hospital

T

ell us about your journey with
Bellevue, as well as about your
medical journey and how you
started Bellevue.
My dad had bought this plot in Manish
Nagar in 1980. He probably bought it
for investment or some other reasons. At
that time, I was doing my Membership
in London. Unfortunately, he fell sick
and I returned from London. I lost him
in April 1980. The question of returning
to London didn’t arise. So the only other
option was to get into medical practice.
That’s how Bellevue began. I started
an eight-bed nursing home in Andheri
(West) and a clinic opposite Jaslok
Hospital & Research Centre. It grew to
become a hospital with around 50 beds.
It has been a good journey. Fortunately,
I got an excellent team of doctors, people
who have been with me since college
times. Some of my staff have been with
me since 35 years.
22

How do you see the future of
healthcare in India?
People have a budget for their holiday,
education, house, and entertainment.
But they don’t plan for illness, which is
why Mediclaim came in. A medical fee
is a forced expense to them. People are
not very happy about medical expenses
and health insurance. And this problem
is all over the world. It’s a universal
tendency. Some people don’t have health
insurance. In old age, this creates an issue,
as many kids are abroad. In view of the
distance involved and their job profile,
the children can call their parents or
send financial help but are unable to be
with them during emergencies, which
contributes further to the mortality rate
among senior citizens.
Most of the illnesses among old people
arise out of loneliness. They have so much
of experience and learning to share with
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Cardiac disease is no more an old
man’s disease. What is your say on it?
Cardiac disease is no more an old man’s
disease. True, sedentary lifestyles, obesity,
smoking, alchol and stress, all these
factors can trigger cardiac issues. On
the other hand, athletics and marathon
runners can also face sudden death due to
ventricular arrhythmia.
Are you shocking your body by
overworking?
No, not necessarily. It can happen to
anybody for that matter. A spasm can
occur anytime. Nobody can define why
it happens. Stress and a sedentary lifestyle
are playing a big role here. The percentage
of people contracting ventricular
tachycardia is growing, more so due to
their lifestyle and stress.
So how is stress related to heart disease?
I gave you the example of the narrowing
of the arteries due to increase in
cholesterol levels. Stress will produce
stress hormones and constrict the arteries.
Some people get retrosternal discomfort.
Some get a very fast heart rate, flushing
of the face, perspiration. All that is good

for a small amount of stress. But too
much stress creates the problem. Young
people today are usually very stressed.
Also, they are a self-gratifying generation.
Their ideology is, “I want this and I
want it now.” When they lose their jobs
suddenly, they have to adjust to a lowmaintenance lifestyle, which is really
stressful and depressing for them.
Is heart disease to do with age or stress?
Many factors cause cardiac disease. In
vasospastic angina, all the arteries go into
spasm. The body gives you signals of
illness only when the blood supply slows
down and you have some chest pain and
discomfort. More girls are smoking these
days than men. Alcohol these days is
consumed like water. A lot of people get
into alcohol abuse because of depression.
One has to also protect oneself from
unwanted, unnecessary stress which is
self-induced or thrust on you by someone
else because either way, people are not
going to be happy with you.
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the younger generation, but the latter do
not have time for their elders. The elders
of a family have no social activity; they
don’t mingle with friends or neighbours,
so no one knows how the seniors are
doing and what kind of help they need.
People must plan actively for their
medical and health needs.

Ultimately, alcohol is considered an
outlet. The first two pegs are analeptics
which make you talk too much and
loosen your inhibitions. The third one
onwards acts as a depressant.
Tell us about your leisure time. When
did you first start bungee jumping?
The first time I did bungee jumping
was in New Zealand in around 2012.
I then wanted to do skydiving, and I
couldn’t do it there. So I drove from
Brisbane to Melbourne, where I could
skydive from around 14,000 feet in the
air. That was the next big thing I did. I
enjoyed it thoroughly. After that, I kept
on doing it. The last time I did it was
in South Africa. In Ras Al Khaimah,
they’ve come up with the Jebel Jais
Flight (the World’s Longest Zipline
certified by the Guinness World
Records), which travels at about 80
miles per hour for three minutes. I’m
waiting to try that. 
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TRAVEL

MALDIVIAN MAGIC

A beachy, peachy place, the Maldives is the perfect spot to be in on a
summer vacation. The Club member Rashmi Bajpai writes about her
wonderful, relaxing trip to the island nation with her husband Aditya
Kanthy, MD and CEO, DDB Mudra Group, and their son.

M

y husband and I have
jobs that require a lot
of flying and there’s no
doubt we miss home. But
while it’s nice to return after each trip,
it’s rarely relaxing. The comfort of sitting
on a couch, sipping tea, dissipates pretty
quickly when you have the doorbell
ringing every hour and a mounting to-do
list staring at you from the refrigerator
door. So I feel the all-too-familiar urge to
escape from it all whenever I can.
Last year, we decided to head to the
Maldives during the Diwali break.
Reasonably close to India, mild weather,
visa on arrival, and beaches that look
even better in person than in pictures—
what’s not to love? I was born in Goa
and have lived my life in Mumbai and
Hong Kong, so my idea of a perfect
holiday almost always entails a beach. My
husband had not been to the Maldives
and that decision was made without too
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much debate. I’d booked our SpiceJet
flight to Malé via Cochin in advance
and was chuffed at my planning skills.
However, sometimes there are perils of
planning your holidays that early, as I
later discovered that GoAir now operates
direct flights from Mumbai to Malé.
If you google resorts in Maldives, you’re
really spoilt for choice. I’d stayed at the
Taj property a few years ago and wanted
to try something new. A friend of mine
mentioned Atmosphere Kanifushi
that has a premium, all-inclusive plan.
I looked it up and was immediately
transported to the white, powdery sands
and turquoise blue waters. My only
concern was the 30-minute seaplane ride
from Malé to Kanifushi. I was worried
if my son (and I) could handle the noise
and the turbulence. Turns out he loved
it and till date refers to every plane as a
‘propeller’ plane.
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When you land at Malé airport, a hotel
executive takes you to their lounge area
at the airport and you have to wait for
an hour or two till your next flight. I was
annoyed about the wait when I reached
the lounge and chided myself for not
opting for a resort which was a quick
boat ride away. However, my misgivings
started to wane when I made myself a
cup of tea, connected to their Wi-Fi and
knocked off a few emails.
The propeller plane ride was a first for
the three of us. The tiny aircraft, the loud
whirring of the fan, the euphoria of flying
over the bright blue waters and finally
landing on water. Thrilling and totally
safe. We climbed out of the seaplane
and were greeted by a rhythmic beating
of drums, and garlands. Each villa is
assigned a butler and ours made us feel
instantly welcome. We could feel the
tension and the fatigue of the travel leave
our body. A cold towel and an equally

cold glass of champagne later, we were
taken to our villa.
A beach holiday is perfect when you’re
travelling with a toddler because all we
did was eat, sleep, swim and repeat. No
pressure of packing a diaper bag, no
expectations of sightseeing.
We saw stingrays every evening when
they were fed near the hotel reception.
Rest assured, they’re not found anywhere
else on the beach. We saw baby sharks
and immediately sang in unison, ‘baby
shark too-doo-too’. We went on a sunset
cruise and to our utter delight, we spotted
several dolphins swimming alongside our
boat, jumping and twirling. Our sense
of wonder matched that of our son. That
was probably the highlight of the trip.
The service at this resort is warm and
genuine. Not the usual cookie-cutter type
of service that you get with most of the
big chains. They would teach my son how
to make a paper boat or an airplane and
distract him while we guzzled a cocktail
(or two) over dinner. It’s a child-friendly
resort replete with a play area and a
nanny service, should you want to step
out for a date night.

On Diwali, I was a little forlorn, thinking
about my friends and family back home
and missing out on all the festivities.
When we reached the restaurant for
dinner, we were overjoyed to see the
whole place lit with lamps and lanterns
and a special Indian menu. It was a
memorable evening.
We were very pleasantly surprised to find
out that their most coveted restaurants
(and they have a few) is a vegetarian-only
restaurant called ‘Just Veg’. It has won

several awards and accolades. Deservedly
so. The food is great and the service
even better. One afternoon, after a day
of swimming and basking in the sun,
we were seated for lunch and noticed
my son nodding off to sleep in his high
chair. Poor chap couldn’t keep his eyes
open, so we swapped his high chair for a
small mattress and he slept so peacefully
while we ate our lunch in the new-found
peace. For a five-star restaurant, it felt
very homely. Most parents would concur
that there’s always a nagging guilt and
embarrassment in taking a child to a fine
dining restaurant because you’re worried
that you might somehow be ruining the
experience for others. Let’s face it—the
sound of the waves isn’t the same if you
have the Wheels on the Bus nursery rhyme
playing in the background. But we had
no such concerns here.
This tropical paradise island is worth
every penny. No doubt, the Andaman
Islands are more purse-pleasing, but
if you want luxury then Maldives is
hard to beat. Saying our goodbyes was
difficult because it felt like we were
leaving a family behind, but there’s also
a tantalising possibility that we could be
back soon! 
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HEALTH ZONE

UP YOUR
FITNESS QUOTIENT
The Club gives you fun ways to
stay fit, come rain or hail!

VEDANTA SQUASH OPEN HELD BY 5 SPORTS
Well-known sports company 5 Sports organised a 3 Star
PSA Satellite Squash Tournament in Mumbai. It got an
overwhelming response of 446 entries from 23 states across the
categories of Girls and Boys under 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19 and
Men and Women.
Representing The Club and 5 Sports were our little champions
Akansha Garg and Atman Mahapatra. These young players
played under the categories of Girls under 11 and Boys under
15 respectively. Stepping out of the comfort zone of The Club
premises to play squash in itself is an achievement let alone
competing in a national level tournament. These kids played
against seeded players and now are receiving the exposure
required to grow and improve in the game. We appreciate
Akansha and Atman’s effort and wish them All the best for
such future tournaments. They really enjoyed their time at
the tournament. We encourage and promote participation at
various tournaments of all our students at The Club that will
only motivate them to do their best.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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SPORTS EVENTS
NBA INTER-CENTRE BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
NBA Basketball School conducted an inter-centre tournament between
its three centres, Jamnabai Narsee School, The Club, and Rustomjee
Ozone. The tournament was conducted from 22nd to 31st April,
2019 at The Club and Jamnabai Narsee School. All the kids from The
Club showed exceptional determination to win and played amazing
basketball during the tournament. The parents were very happy to see
them play and cheered them along during every match. Overall it was
a successful tournament and NBA looks forward to conducting many
more tournaments.
U-16 Boys Tournament

Winners – The Club, Runners-up
– JNS School
U-14 Boys Tournament
Fourth Place – The Club
U-14 Girls (mixed group) Winners – The Club, Runners-up
Tournament
– JNS School
U-12 Boys Tournament
Winners – JNS School, Runners-up
– The Club
U-12 Girls Tournament
Winners – JNS School, Runners-up
– The Club
Most Valuable Player
Govind Khandelwal (The Club) and
(MVP) Award
Arjun Patel (The Club)

THE SPORTS GURUKUL
The Club and The Sports Gurukul (TSG) have
successfully completed 18 months of collaboration.
During this journey, TSG and The Club have
successfully enrolled more than 100 kids in tennis
training. TSG introduced former Indian tennis player
Isha Lakhani as an elite coach and mentor for training
kids at a competitive level.
TSG conducted the 10th and 11th editions of Inter
School Premier league (ISPL), season 1 of the Tennis
Championship League (TCL), Inter Club Tennis
Tournament and international coaching certification at
The Club which enjoyed a huge success.
Over 1,500 kids participated in different
competitions conducted by TSG at The Club.
Members of The Club also participated in
tournaments; the kids enjoyed the event and got
exposure to the game at a competitive level. Ms Ananya
Shah won the Under-16 Girls Tournament in the Inter
Club Tennis Tournament.
Mr Lynton Joseph, CEO of Australasian Academy
of Tennis Coaches (AATC), one of the premier tennis
coaching and coaches development organisation, also
spent time with the kids during the kids’ workshop at
The Club.
JULY-AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 2019
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HEALTH ZONE

FITNESS

JULY
6th

HEALTHSPRING DIAGNOSTIC CAMP
 BMI
 Blood Sugar
 Daily Calorie Intake  Oxygen Saturation
 Vision Screening & much more.
Enrol at The Health Zone.

7th

DOCTORS’ DEBATE CLUB
Time: 12pm to 1pm
On the occasion of World Doctor’s Day, we are
inviting eminent doctors who are our members and
their friends who are doctors to be part of our Debate Club.

JUNE
30th

RAIN WALK
Time: 6.30am onward
Route: The Club–HRM School–
Bhavan’s College–The Club
Distance: Approximately 5 km to
and fro
Let’s walk together with family
and friends to stay healthy and
keep fit.

9th

GYM C OMPETITION
Compete with each other in
Minute-To-Win-It activities.
Enrol at The Health Zone.

20th & 21st
FOOTBALL IN THE RAINS
Time: 4pm onward
Age: 8 years to 14 years
Enjoy football in the rains.
Enrol at The Health Zone.

15th

GYM
COMPETITION
Compete with
each other in
Minute-To-Win-It
activities.
Enrol at The
Health Zone.

17th & 18th
FOOTBALL IN THE RAINS
Time: 4pm onward
Age: 18 years and above
Battle it out in the rains (adults’ football).
Enrol at The Health Zone.
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SEPTEMBER
10th

GYM COMPETITION
Compete with each other in Minute-To-Win-It activities.
Enrol at The Health Zone.

13th to 15th
SQUASH TOURNAMENT
Kids and adults show their prowess in squash.
Enrol at The Health Zone.
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AUGUST

OUR SALON

HAPPY HOURS AT
KROMAKAY SALON!
Take a look at the shower of cool deals
offered by Kromakay Salon.

G

ood news! This season, it’s
raining offers in here at
Kromakay Salon at The Club.
So, get set and book!
HAPPY HOURS
On Tuesdays and Thursdays, experience
relaxation sessions at 20 per cent off
on salon services. Walk in for your
appointment from 11am to 3pm and
avail the discount on billing above
R2,500 (including taxes).
Simply walk in during the Happy Hour
and we shall take care of your hairdo,
waxing, manicure, pedicure, facial and
everything else that makes you happier
with the Happy Hour. So what are
you waiting for? Call us to book your
appointment or simply step in on
Tuesdays and Thursdays between 11am

and 3pm. Happy is the way to be!
BIRTHDAY DISCOUNT
Making your special day a HAPPY
DAY! We at Kromakay Salons offer a
10 per cent discount on salon services so
that you can celebrate your day with a
pampering session and a special surprise!
Book a prior appointment for us to serve
you better. In order to avail of this offer,
please present the staff with your photo
ID proof wherein your date of birth is
mentioned (This is mandatory).
So grab the deal and make your birthday
even more beautiful.
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR
EVERYONE ON YOUR LIST
Kromakay Salon always has special and
great offers for you! And now we are

offering GIFT Cards! Gifting beauty
and salon services is always a good idea!
You can choose a value-based voucher
to give away to that special someone.
Gift Cards can be redeemed against
salon services of the same value!
Kromakay areas of expertise includes
salon and beauty services like haircuts
and styling, hair colour and chemical
treatments, hair spa services, manicures
and pedicures, beauty treatments such
as waxing and facials, and bridal and
fashion make-up.
Just unwind and relax at your favourite
salon at The Club with big savings on
all your beauty needs. To know more
about the latest offers and deals, visit
Kromakay Salon at The Club. 

FOR RESERVATION,
PLEASE CALL:
022 66117775.
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GOURMET

RELISH DELISH
Dig into our wide range of mouth-watering dishes especially curated to
tantalise your taste buds, come rain or sunshine!

STREET FOOD FROM MOHAMMED ALI
ROAD

CHAMOSA &
PAKORA

(5TH JULY – 19TH JULY)

(2ND AUGUST – 16TH AUGUST)

This July, treat yourself to delectable street food from Mumbai’s famed
Mohammed Ali Road, where you get heavenly Reshmi Barrah, Bhuna
Mutton, Mutton Khichda, Tandoori Bater, Changezi Chicken, Chicken
Reshmi Tangdi Kebab, Prawns Tikka Masala, Seekh Parantha, Halwa
Parantha, Masala Doodh, and Phirni. If you can’t go on the food trek to
Mohammed Ali Road or do not wish
to jostle your way through the crowd,
no worries, as The Club brings you
these and more at its restaurant, By
The Waterside, where you can sit in its
comfortable environs and partake of
such lovely food without the hassles.
So sit back, chill out and eat to your
heart’s content!

August is the time to indulge in
a variety of crunchy, hot pakoras
and samosas with refreshing tea,
when the rains have arrived in
full force and all you should do
is sit back and munch away! The
Club has curated a special Samosa
and Pakora menu, which includes
Soyabean Pakora, Moong Dal
Pakora, Spinach Pakora, Gobhi
Pakora, Corn Pakora, Onion
Pakora, Stuffed Bread Pakora,
Chole Samosa, Cheese Samosa,
and Tandoori Paneer Samosa.
Meat lovers can have their fill with
Prawn Pakora, Chicken Pakora,
Egg Samosa, and Keema Samosa.

LEBANESE FOOD
(6TH SEPTEMBER – 20TH SEPTEMBER)
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Foodies, September is Lebanese Food Month at The Club! So
put on your bibs then and get ready for authentic Lebanese
cuisine including Loubiyeh and Rice, Kibbee, Kafta, Fatayer,
Dajaj Mishwe, Siame, Zhatar Bread/Manakish, Shish Kabob,
Shrimp Kabob, Koussa, Baklava, Kanafeh, Zlaybah, and Kataif.
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For table reservations,
contact
022-66117777/757/758
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PAN ASIAN
SIZZLERS

REGIONAL CHOP SUEY

(19TH JULY – 2ND AUGUST)

This August, savour an assortment of chop suey meals from
the heart of Asia like Cantonese Spring Vegetable & Prawn,
Shanghai Chop Suey with Chicken/Bean Curd & Vegetable,
Peking Style
Lamb Chop
Suey, Sichuan
Vegetable Chop
Suey, Bejing
Vegetable &
Mushroom, and
Jiangsu Prawns
& Lemon Grass.
Chow chow!

Oriental Wok introduces a
wide range of new sizzlers to
mesmerise you this July. Enjoy
pan Asian delights such as Sizzling
Veg with Garlic Sauce/Pepper
Sauce, Sizzling Chinese Greens
in Chilli Garlic Sauce, Sizzling
Hokkaido Chicken, Thai Style
Fish with Preserved Tomatoes,
Fresh Prawns with Ginger &
Onions, Japanese Style Tofu with
Minced Vegetables, Cantonese
Style Broccoli, Mushroom &
Cashew Nuts, Hunan Shashlik,
and Shanghai Fritters with Celery
& Red Chilli Sauce.

(16TH AUGUST – 30TH AUGUST)

CLAY POT
(20TH SEPTEMBER – 4TH OCTOBER)

Enjoy the finest clay pot cooking
this September at The Club, with
Prawns with Ginger & Chinese
Mushroom, Thai Style Lamb
Simmered with Herbs, Singapore
Laksa Fish, Vietnamese Style
Chicken Tenders, Lohan Special
Vegetables, Szechuan Style Braised
Eggplants, Malaysian Rendang
Vegetables, and Sayur Masak
Lemak.

For table reservations, contact: 022-66117777/762
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GOURMET

PATISSERIE
JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

MOUSSE

COOKIE

GANPATI MODAK

This month, indulge your sweet tooth
with mouthfuls of mousse delights
like Nutella Mousse Trifle, Dark
Chocolate Truffle Mousse, Blackberry
Cheesecake Mousse, Maple Mousse
Cheesecake Tarts, Espresso Mousse
Brownies, and Chocolate Avocado
Mousse at The Patisserie.

Cookie connoisseurs can have their
fill this July with The Patisserie’s
especially crafted Chocolate Glazed
Almond Spice Cookies, Dulce
De Leche Cookie Sandwich, Pine
Nut Cookies, Butter Cookies with
Sprinkles, Honey Dipped Walnut
Spice Cookies, Coconut Oat
Cookies, and Twig Cookies.

This August, celebrate the arrival
of Ganpati Bappa in advance with
Steamed Modak, Semolina Modak,
Modak Peda, Til Modak, and
Coconut Modak. If you’re in the
mood for something more indulgent,
savour Chocolate Modak and Dry
Fruits Modak too at The Patisserie.

For table reservations, contact: 022-66117777/760

WHISKY &
CHAKHNA
August is the month for savouring
the august whisky with a carefully
curated Chakhna list that includes
Chana Chur, Soya Chaap, Lemon
Chicken Nuggets, Anda Bhurji,
Jhinga Fry, Mac & Cheese Balls,
Cheeselings Chaat, Crab & Cheese
Crostini, Lahori Keema Lifafa, and
Naga Chilli Cheese Toast. Cheers!

For table reservations,
contact: 022-66117777/763
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Chef’s Recipes
Hyderabadi Kacchi Gosht
Ki Biryani
PORTION: 4
PREPARATION TIME: 2 HOURS

INGREDIENTS:

METHOD:

• 500 gm lamb foreshank, cut in
chunks
• 500 gm boneless lamb leg, cut in
chunks
• 30 gm Kashmiri red chilli powder
• 20 gm raw papaya paste
• Salt to taste
• 40 gm ginger paste
• 40 gm garlic paste
• 50 gm mint leaf, chopped
• 100 gm coriander leaf, chopped
• 10 gm garam masala powder
• 5 gm green chilli, slit
• 5 gm green cardamom
• 5 gm royal cumin (shahi jeera)
• 5 gm clove
• 2 gm cinnamon stick
• 150 gm ghee
• 5 ml rose water
• 5 ml kewra water
• 200 gm fried onion
• 500 gm yogurt
• 2 gm saffron
• 800 gm long grain basmati rice

Marinate lamb chunks
and shanks with ginger paste,
garlic paste, raw papaya paste,
salt and Kashmiri red chilli powder.
Keep it aside for a minimum of six hours.
Meanwhile, mix garam masala powder, chopped
mint, chopped coriander, green chilli, spices, fried onion and
curd (keep some chopped herbs and fried onions for garnish).
Add this mixture to the meat, mix well and keep for another 30
minutes. Place the meat in a thick-bottomed copper container.
Heat four to five litres of water in a large container, add whole
spices and salt. Then add 100 gm of ghee. Boil rice until it is
half-cooked. Using a colander, drain the water from the halfcooked rice and layer over the meat. Top with herbs, fried onion,
saffron dissolved in water, kewra water, rose water and ghee. Seal
the pot using a tight lid; you could use dough to stick the lid to
the container. Place over a wood-fired burner (alternatively, you
can place a round griddle over a high-pressure burner and use
it to place the copper container) and cook under ‘dum’ for over
one hour. Keep the biryani for another 30 minutes. Turn off the
stove and serve the biryani.
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GOURMET

Awadhi Nihari
PORTION: 5
PREPARATION TIME: 1 HOURS

INGREDIENTS FOR MARINATION:

•
•
•
•
•

1440 gm lamb shanks
20 gm Awadhi garam masala
60 gm red chilli powder
170 gm curd
Salt to taste

INGREDIENTS FOR GRAVY:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15 gm Awadhi garam masala
500 gm brown onions, crushed
25 gm red chilli powder
45 gm roasted chana powder
32 gm coriander powder
100 gm ginger-garlic paste
15 gm kewra water
790 ml milk
40 ml lemon juice
2 cinnamon sticks
2 bay leaves
350 ml refined oil
5 gm turmeric

INGREDIENTS FOR AWADHI
MASALA:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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100 gm cinnamon powder
12 gm nutmeg
50 gm green cardamom
50 gm clove
100 gm peppercorn
5 gm star anise
75 gm cumin

METHOD:

Crush the nutmeg in an imam dasta (mortar and pestle). Add the crushed
nutmeg to the other spices and grind them finely in a mixer. Strain and use.
METHOD FOR AWADHI NIHARI:

For Marination:
Take the lamb shanks in a bowl and add Awadhi garam masala, salt, curd and
red chilli powder. Keep it aside for at least two hours.
For Gravy:
Make a slurry of roasted chana (gram) flour, milk and kewra water. Add
refined oil in a pan, but do not switch on the flame yet. Add red chilli powder,
turmeric, coriander powder and ginger-garlic paste. Light the flame and cook.
Add salt, bay leaves and cinnamon sticks. Cook the masala and then add the
lamb stock. Cook for five minutes, then add the crushed brown onions. Add
the marinated lamb shanks and cook on low heat. Once the lamb is 80 per
cent cooked, add the slurry that was made earlier, and simmer. Finally, add the
Awadhi garam masala, salt and kewra water. Mix and serve hot.
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Chuvanna Cheera
And Banana Avial
PORTION: 4

INGREDIENTS:

• 100 gm red amaranth
leaves, shredded
• 100 gm banana, peeled,
batons
• 75 gm yam, peeled, batons
• 75 gm snake gourd, batons
• 75 gm long beans, batons

METHOD:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 gm curry leaves
25 gm coconut, grated
5 gm cumin seeds
5 gm green chilli
Salt to taste
2 gm turmeric powder
20 gm yoghurt, beaten

Boil water with salt and turmeric powder. Add
banana and yam. Once it is three-fourth done,
add snake gourd, long beans and amaranth. Make
a coarse paste of coconut, green chilli and cumin
seeds. Add the coconut paste to the vegetables and
cook. Then add beaten yogurt.
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BANQUETS & CONFERENCES

THE CLUB BANQUETS
From weddings and birthdays to business meets and conferences, hold your important
events at The Club’s banquets, which are equipped to fulfil all your needs and desires
and will make your event one to be remembered.

I

n a city that is never on time, it can be a huge task
to conduct your event smoothly, what with logistics,
catering and other arrangements to be taken care of. The
Club’s array of services, combined with well-equipped
spaces, makes it possible for you to seamlessly host not one
but many occasions—think everything from birthdays, theme
parties and kitty parties to weddings, wedding anniversaries and
baby showers.
36
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The Club’s highly competent team strives to make your big day
worth remembering, through custom-tailored food, bespoke
décor and ambience in the same way as you envision it. Our
impeccable hospitality and tailored service will ensure that your
and your guests’ needs are met completely and your event goes
as planned!

The banquets here bear a capacity of
anywhere between 10 and 1,000 guests.
They embody convenience fused in with
multifariousness, enabling you to stage
a gamut of business-centric events that
don’t weigh too heavy on your pocket!
Moreover, we assist you with various
arrangements such as indoor and outdoor
catering, wedding décor, bridal dressing
and makeovers, salon and make-up
services, photography and video shooting,
floral arrangements, firework displays,
POP material for banners, posters, etc.,
sound sytem, DJ music and system, live
acts, promotional/event agency support,
business centre facilities, Wi-Fi, green
rooms and so on. We also provide valet
parking.

Kuisine Kraft,
the exclusive
Outdoor
Catering Unit of
The Club, boasts
an exciting festive menu whose
artisanal food makes for an indelible
culinary journey in itself, its taste
lingering long after it is relished.
This menu is curated in a way that
sits in tandem with diverse festivals,
including Ganesh Chaturthi, Raksha
Bandhan, Independence Day and
many more.
So, if you are seeking a place to
create memories of fun, togetherness
and endless conviviality, then you
know where to look. 

For more details, contact:
022-66117733/47/49/50/51/52
or 8291734677/78/81/82
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READING CIRCLE

BEGINNING A
NEW CHAPTER
AT THE CLUB

A look at the Mumbai Chapter
of Intercultural Poetry and
Performance Library (IPPL) being
initiated at The Club, in association
with scientist, educationist,
author and poet, Dr Paramita
Mukherjee Mullick.
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Dr Paramita, who has five books to her
credit, Stories from Fantasyland, Life:
A Collection of Poems, The Maverick’s
Journey, Paradigm, and The Sun
through my Wine Glass, feels her zest
and love for life manifests into poetry.
Her motto in life is spreading joy and
happiness wherever she goes. She has
received awards including Sahitya Shree,
Sahitya Samman, and Sahitya Bhushan,
bestowed on her by well-known literary
organisations in India for her poetry.
She is the Executive Editor of Kafla
Intercontinental, an international journal
of literature, art and culture, and also the
Executive Director of the International
Writers’ Festival organised almost every
year by Kafla.
Dr Paramita’s poems have been wellreceived in India and abroad, and many
of her poems have been translated into
Bengali, Hindi, Punjabi, Oriya, Gujarati,
Nepali, Uzbek, and Spanish and are
being translated into several other
languages. They have been published in
more than 100 international and national
anthologies and journals. A series of
competitions based on her poems was
organised in several schools of Mumbai
in 2018, the topic being ‘Inculcating
Moral Values in Young Minds through
Poetry’. Dr Paramita loves encouraging
young talent. She calls herself ‘the igniter
of minds’ and has released many books
of new authors as the Chief Guest of
their book launches. She has judged
innumerable poetry and creative writing
competitions. In the last five years of
her journey as a poet, Dr Paramita has
participated in more than 250 poetry
events and writer’s meets.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

r Paramita Mukherjee
Mullick, a scientist by
education, educationist by
profession and an author
and poet by passion, has joined hands
with The Club to begin the Mumbai
Chapter of Intercultural Poetry and
Performance Library (IPPL) for the
benefit of The Club’s members with a
passion for poetry and literature.

Dr Paramita also loves travelling around
the world and is a column writer in an
e-magazine, Different Truths, where her
travelogues are published. You can get her
books in libraries all over the world like
the British Library in London, the State
Library in New South Wales, Sydney,
the Central Library in Edinburgh,
Livraria Lello in Porto in Portugal as well
as on Amazon and in popular Indian
bookstores. An expert in personality
development, effective communication
and adolescent and adult life skills, Dr
Paramita has conducted more than 500
workshops in Mumbai on these subjects.
THE MUMBAI CHAPTER OF IPPL
Intercultural Poetry and Performance
Library (IPPL), which was started in
Kolkata in 2016, is the brainchild of Dr
Bashabi Fraser who has founded it in
the same mould of the Scottish Poetry
Club. Focused on bringing poetry to the
heart of India, Intercultural Poetry and
Performance Library (IPPL) is a nonprofit organisation that is striving towards
generating academic interest in poetry,
and encouraging creativity and reading
habits. It mainly encourages the form of
poetry and its associated art forms.
Prof Sanjukta Dasgupta, the President
of IPPL, encouraged Dr Paramita

Mukherjee Mullick to start the Mumbai
Chapter. The Mumbai Chapter will have
a local flavour with Marathi and Gujarati
poems along with English poems. Other
regional writings will also be encouraged.
Along with reading poetry, the Mumbai
Chapter of IPPL will sometimes have
fusions of poetry and dance, poetry and
painting and other such fusions. For
this purpose, the Mumbai Chapter will
have a grand inauguration and also have
The Club’s library as its address. It will
hold a meeting once every month at
The Club which will include a poetry
programme. The poetry programme will
have a different theme every month. IPPL
will also host other literary events such as
book launches. Moreover, the working of
IPPL will follow the rules and regulations
of the original IPPL of Kolkata. 
On 21st June, 2019, a poetry event will be
held at The Club, as the World Festival
of Poetry is being held that day in 160
countries simultaneously. The poetry
event at The Club will be multilingual and
about 10 to 12 poets will be participating
besides Dr Paramita. This programme
will be advertised in all the 160 countries.
Members of The Club are welcome to
attend this event.
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OUR TEAM

THE ORIENTAL
PRO!
Chef Pratik Thakare, Chef de Cuisine at The Club, tells us about his
journey into the yummy world of gastronomy.

What inspired you to become a chef?
Since childhood, it was always fascinating
for me to watch my mother cook
different dishes by giving her own touch
to it, which inspired me to try some
experiments with food. But I had never
thought of being a chef as I always
wanted to join the Defence Forces and
serve the nation just like my father who is
an ex army personnel. However, being a
foodie, it was a natural progression for me
to step into hotel management.
Tell us about your education and early
experience as a chef.
I am a graduate of hotel management
from Atharva College of Hotel
Management, which is affiliated to the
Mumbai University. Post graduation I
moved to Northern Germany to explore
more about its culinary culture. There
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I worked at Hotel Altes Gymnasium,
Husum and explored Continental
and Japanese cuisine. Following that,
I returned to India and joined Godrej
Nature’s Basket and explored gourmet
food further. Here I received the Best
Newcomer Award in 2015. After a couple
of years of experience, I joined Sushi
and More where I concentrated more on
Japanese cuisine. Here I might have made
millions of sushi rolls!

dishes are already a part of the gourmet
food culture, and though Japanese cuisine
is the healthiest of all, very few people are
aware of it. I would also like to add more
flavours to The Oriental Wok by bringing
together different cuisines like Korean,
Malaysian, Indonesian, and Japanese.
Demos can be arranged for kids and
housewives so that they can learn more
about Japanese cuisine and understand its
importance.

What made you shift your culinary focus
to Japanese cuisine?
There is a lot to explore in Japanese
cuisine. It is not just about sushi; there
is much more. Besides sushi, there is
donburi, nigiri, sashimi and many more
dishes in Japanese cuisine. From my
college days, I always wanted to do
something different. Other Continental

What motivates you as a chef?
Learning is a never-ending process and
I like to learn and experiment on new
recipes. This always inspires me and keeps
me motivated and grounded. 
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For table reservations, contact:
022-66117777/762

CSR

AN ENRICHING
VISIT
As part of The Club’s CSR initiatives, our team recently paid
a visit to the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA)
Bombay Boys Home, which proved to be a wonderful learning
experience for both the boys and us.

T

he Club had an opportunity to
visit the Young Men’s Christian
Association (YMCA) Bombay
Boys Home in Juhu Chowpatty on
Friday, 24th May, 2019 as part of its
monthly CSR activity. Our team visited
the Boys Home to celebrate the birthdays
of the boys who reside there. There were
about five boys with two caretakers. A few
of the boys were not present as they had
gone to work or were training at various
organisations. We carried with us a cake,
a few cold drinks and Chef’s Special
Amritsari Chole and Kulcha for the boys
to enjoy.
We met Avinash, Mihir, Mankesh,
Ganesh and Ritesh. After interacting with
the children, we found out that all the
boys except Ganesh were studying either
in Standard 9 or 10. Ganesh completed
Standard 10 and is now working as a

peon in a small firm. Mankesh wanted to
complete Standard 10 and enrol himself
for an apprenticeship programme in Food
Production with us at The Club, as he
loves cooking and participates actively in
preparing meals at the YMCA on a daily
basis. He aspires to be a chef some day.
Mr Shashi Misra, Senior HR Manager of
The Club, also had a chat with the boys
explaining to them the benefits of having
a skill-based job as it broadens their
scope of employment. We also offered to
conduct career counselling sessions for all
of them.
After visiting the Boys Home, a thought
crossed our minds about how we start
appreciating the little things in life when
we see people who don’t have them.
Only at such times do you tide over the
insignificant and immaterial things and
appreciate the bigger picture. 

On another note,
the team at The
Club was delighted
to serve the elderly
at Assisi Bhavan, a
home for the aged
in Goregaon, and
brought smiles to
their faces with a
delicious buffet
lunch.
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PHOTO GALLERY

ADVENTURE SPORTS

BAKER’S DEN

CYCLOTHON
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EASTER

FIREWALK AT THE CLUB

HEALTH ZONE

WESTBURRYS
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UPCOMING EVENTS

GAIETY GALORE!
Let your hair down at these cool, quirky,
exclusive events at The Club.

THE BAR CONCEPT
WITH DJ AJ
Indulge in the coolest drinks on offer with some groovy beats
to lift your mood, as DJ AJ plays at The Bar Concept on
20th July, 2019, only at the Westburrys Bar.

UNPLUGGED WITH
SHANAY SHAH

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, A
QUEENS TRIBUTE ACT
Lose yourself to some fab music by Bohemian Rhapsody
at their live band performance on 10th August, 2019
at the Westburrys Bar.
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Treat your ears and senses to a wonderful live band
performance with musician Shanay Shah on 29th June, 2019
at the Westburrys Bar.

RETRO NITE

Indulge in nostalgia and take a stroll through
the days of yesteryear at Retro Nite, which will be held
at By The Waterside.

